For more than 200 years, Hodgson Russ has worked alongside innovators and leaders of businesses large and small whose ideas and fortitude have changed the world. As our clients have succeeded, our firm has flourished, and today Hodgson Russ is among the largest law firms in the country. Then and now, our mindset and our day-to-day professional philosophy have remained simple and steadfast: working respectfully and collaboratively with our clients is the key to our mutual success. As business people ourselves, we realize that our future vitality and longevity depend on it.

Hodgson Russ’s attorneys assist clients with virtually every legal issue a business or an individual may face. Every engagement receives our attorneys’ full focus and the benefit of decades of collective wisdom and experience. We look beyond the books to craft sophisticated solutions to our clients’ legal and business problems with creativity and flexibility that anticipate the marketplace, always mindful that efficiency and diligence are critical to the bottom line. Of paramount importance to us is to deliver workable, practical plans and strategies that make sense from all legal and business aspects.

Hodgson Russ is frequently recognized for excellence in the practice of law. The firm, our practices, and our attorneys are honored by clients, other lawyers from around the country, national legal publications, and ranking organizations.


Practice Capabilities and Industries Served

- Abandoned Property Audits
- Accountant Professional
- Accountants Liability & Regulatory
- Administrative & Regulatory
- Aerospace & Defense
- Affordable Care Act
- Agriculture Law
- Alternative Dispute Resolution
- Antitrust, Trade Regulation & Anticorruption
- Arenas & Sports Facilities
- Art Law
- Banking & Finance
- Bankruptcy, Restructuring & Commercial Litigation
- Blockchain & Cryptocurrency
- Bond Counsel
- Brownfield Redevelopment